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News For People That Can Think Critically

THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
New Developments in the Skripal Case Reveal it
for the Sham it Always Was

“The willing suspension of disbelief or the moment which constitutes
poetic faith.” This has been defined as willingness to suspend one’s
critical faculties and believe something surreal. Samuel Taylor
Coleridge Biographic Literaric 1817.
The above quotation, now more than 200 years old, remains a perfect
encapsulation of the ongoing farce (or tragedy) that is the case of
Sergei and Yulia Skripal. Pg 1-2

Is the Syrian End Game Coming into Sight?

The retreat of US forces from northern Syria opened the gates to a
Turkish attack on Kurdish ‘terrorists.’ Driven back by the Turkish
military’s proxies, the Kurds finally returned to the national fold and
asked the Syrian government for support. Pg 2-5

These Scrubbed Reports Reveal New Secrets Into
the Prince Andrew-Jeffrey Epstein Relationship

Truth Is A Kremlin Talking
Point
In response to a statement during the
Democratic primary debates by
presidential candidate Andrew Yang that
both Russia and the United States have
engaged in election interference, liberal
pundit Molly McKew tweeted, “I now
retract any vaguely nice thing I ever said
about Yang knowing technology things
because he answered the question on
Putin with moral equivalency and a
Kremlin talking point.” Pg 10-11

Washington’s Sum of All
Fears: Kurdish Militants Cut a
Deal with Damascus
Last night, Kurdish officials in
northeastern Syria issued a statement that
an agreement has been reached with the
government in Damascus allowing the
Syrian Arab Army (SAA) to takeover key
strategic positions along Syria’s northern
border with Turkey.
Not surprisingly, cheers can he heard from
Damascus to Moscow, and Tehran too,
while leaving Washington’s foreign
policy blob visibly moaning in agony. Pg
11-13

Additional Articles
Forest fires in Homs, Lattakia &
Tartous decimate Syrian
environment: Pg 13-14
Ecuador & the IMF’s Killing Spree:
Pg 14-18

While the Jeffrey Epstein scandal has largely faded from media
coverage in the United States, it has continued to attract attention
abroad, particularly in the United Kingdom in connection with
Epstein’s long-standing association with Prince Andrew, the Duke of
York and the Queen’s son. Pg 5-10

Sam Husseini: The Entire US
Establishment Helped Lie Their
Way into the Iraq War: Pg 18-23
Are You Ready to Die? The US
Military/ Security Complex Wants
Tensions to Increase…: Pg 23-25
Are We Blocking Out the Sun?: Pg
25-27
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reputed origins were
hysteria that was generated.
New Developments its
evidence, May claimed, that the
in the Skripal Case Russian government was
Quite why the Russian
for what happened to government would wish to
Reveal it for the responsible
the Skripals. The United
assassinate a former spy whom
Sham it Always Was Kingdom government imposed they had released and allowed to
Source: https://journalneo.org/2019/10/16/newdevelopments-in-the-skripal-casereveal-it-for-the-sham-it-always-was/

By James Oneill
Mr Skripal was a Russian
intelligence agent who betrayed
his country. After serving part of
his prison term he was released
and moved to England where he
lived in the small English city of
Salisbury. His daughter Yulia, a
Russian citizen and resident of
Moscow, visited her father in
Salisbury in March 2018.
Whilst she was there, father and
daughter became seriously ill
while in the centre of town.
They were found on a park
bench and taken to hospital.
They both recovered, and apart
from a brief statement by Yulia
some weeks later, neither has
been heard from since.
At the time of the incident, the
then United Kingdom Prime
Minister Therese May, made a
series of unequivocal statements
about the incident in which she
blamed Russia as being the
Government responsible for the
Skripal’s illness. She further
claimed that the agent used to
disable the Skripals was a
Russian developed agent she
labeled “Novichok.”
The Russian sounding name and

sanctions on Russia. In this they
were joined by a number of
other countries, including
Australia.

depart Russia some years
previously was never explained.
Even less plausible was any
motive as to why Russia would
seek to kill Yulia while visiting
As more information became
her father. She was, as far as one
available, the United Kingdom can tell, a blameless Russian
government’s version became
citizen living in Moscow and
less and less plausible. In fact, planning her forthcoming
many of the allegations made by marriage.
the United Kingdom government
were downright absurd. It is
Logic, or the lack thereof, has
sufficient to note here that the
never been regarded as an
alleged agent used to protect the essential element in western
Skripals was a highly toxic
propaganda.
substance where only minute
quantities are required to cause That the real reason for the
an almost instant death.
propaganda barrage against
Russia may have been to disrupt
The Skripals were said to be
the then forthcoming World Cup
infected at Sergei’s home. There football finals in that country
has never been a satisfactory
looks increasingly likely. The
explanation of how the pair were tournament was in fact a huge
infected, yet managed to survive success, including for the tens of
several hours, during which time thousands of British fans who
they travelled, fed ducks in the travelled to Russia for the event.
park, ate a meal, and walked
through the city centre. The
Shortly after the Skripals fell ill,
official version was beyond
the story was given extra legs by
absurd.
two British citizens falling ill
from allegedly discovering a
Facts however, did not seem to tainted (but unopened) bottle of
matter with a gullible media
perfume. That woman victim,
rushing to report the
Dawn Sturgess, later died. This
government’s absurdities, and a gave rise to fresh anti-Russian
number of countries expelling hysteria in the British media and
Russian diplomats. The ordinary kept the story alive for a few
alleged Western principles of
more weeks.
establishing guilt beyond a
reasonable doubt after a proper Since then, there has been a
legal process were simply
serious lack of interest by the
abandoned in the anti-Russian western media. That two
1
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Russians, one a British resident,
the other a Russian resident,
should disappear off the face of
the planet was apparently not of
interest.

adjourned.

nonsense that critics of the
official original British version,
And the initial adjournment is and that of their unquestioning
not uncommon especially when allies such as Australia, always
Police inquiries are ongoing, as said that it would.
was the case here.
The western press were equally
The discovery of the stricken
silent on what was a blatant
Earlier this month (October
Skripals by the daughter of a
breach of international law, of 2019) however, the Coroners
woman who just happened to be
the rights of the Russian
Court issued a public statement the highest ranking British
government with regard to one in which is announced that the military nurse, and who just
of its citizens, or even the
inquest into Dawn Sturgess’
happened to be nearby, was
whereabouts or fate of two
death had been adjourned
another feature that singularly
blameless (on the media’s own indefinitely.
failed to interest the incurious
narrative) human beings.
media, content as ever to repeat
This is an extraordinary
British government propaganda.
It is known that the British
development. It means in effect
government issued at least one that the whole of the allegations The other feature that has been
“D” Notice, a device to prevent made over the preceding 18
allowed to disappear down the
the media from reporting facts months, about the cause of
memory hole is the whereabouts
relating to a specific incident.
death, the persons allegedly
of the Skripals. They have been
No explanation has been given responsible, and all the political neither seen nor heard from in
for that D Notice, although it is and propaganda barrage that
more than 15 months. The
know that the identity of the
went with it has now effectively British media and their
named person, which was
being abandoned.
equivalents elsewhere remain
suppressed, was a friend of
singularly incurious about this
Sergei’s and an active British
The Coroner’s Court cannot
feature.
spy.
establish to the requisite
standard how Ms Sturgess died, It is proof yet again of the
This association, and the details much less the identity of any
timeliness of Coleridge’s axiom
of this man’s activities,
individual or government that
about (in this case the media’s)
suggested that there was a
might be responsible.
singular lack of curiosity and
broader agenda at play than an
willingness to suspend disbelief.
attempt to destroy the success of As might be expected, the
Protestations about the “rule of
the World Cup finals. Again, the announcement by the British
law” are revealed yet again for
singularly incurious British
coroner has been met with a
the self-serving words that they
media seem content to allow this studied silence why the western are.
blatant censorship of what is self media. The linking of Ms
evidently a material issue itself Sturgess’ death to the alleged
Is the Syrian End
speaks volumes.
activities of two Russian citizens
seen in Salisbury on the day the Game Coming into
Under British law, where there is Skripal’s became ill, and the
Sight?
a suspicious death, a Coroner’s lurid allegations about their
Court hearing must be held. The alleged activities, have similarly
Source:
death of Dawn Sturgess clearly collapsed.
https://ahtribune.com/world/northafrica-south-west-asia/syriafell within that definition. The
crisis/3578-is-syrian-end-gamefirst such hearing was held on 19 The whole sorry saga has been
coming-into-sight.html
July 2018 and immediately
disclosed as the complete
2
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By Jeremy Salt

unspecified limits. Now,
When the threat of sanctions was
accused on both sides of the
first raised Turkey vowed to
As part of the deal the formerly House and in the media of
ignore them. Speaking in Baku
US-backed Syrian Defence
abandoning the Kurds and
on October 15, after Trump’s
Forces (SDF) agreed to be
undermining at one stroke US announcement, Erdogan insisted
absorbed into the Syrian army. policy in the Middle East,
that Turkey would continue its
The pact agreed, the Syrian
Trump has called for a ceasefire, operation until all goals had
military moved north and began at the same time suspending
been achieved. The EU has also
liberating town after town,
negotiations on a $100 billion
condemned the Turkish
especially in the northeast. It has trade deal and raising tariffs on operation, with members
also entered the strategically
imports of Turkish steel by 50 agreeing to halt arms sales,
important city of Manbij, west per cent.
while stopping short of declaring
of the Euphrates, and is
a formal embargo. In a clear
expected soon to move on the
According to Vice President
reference to Turkish plans to
border town of Ayn al Arab
Pence, Trump has told Erdogan build a city for Syrian refugees
(Kurdish Kobane).
he wants an immediate end to
on the Syrian side of the border,
Operation Peace Spring. The
the EU has also said it would
Both cities were set down as key statement from the White House give Turkey no assistance for
targets in the Turkish operation. (on October 14) said that the
development projects beyond its
Turkey’s President, Recep
president’s order “will enable borders.
Tayyip Erdogan, was confident the US to impose powerful
about Ayn al Arab. "We are
additional sanctions on those
Turkish special forces but not
coordinating with the Russians," who may be involved in serious regular ground troops are
he said. "There is a lot of gossip human rights abuses,
involved in operation ‘Peace
now, but it seems ... there won't obstructing a ceasefire,
Spring.’ The Turkish advance is
be any problem in Kobani with preventing displaced persons
spearheaded by a proxy force
Russia's positive approach, as from returning home, forcibly
tagged the ‘Syrian National
of now." As for Manbij, “ We are repatriating refugees, or
Army,’ a rinsed version of the
about to implement our decision threatening the peace, security, Free Syrian Army, consisting of
… When Manbij is evacuated, or stability in Syria.”
about 14,000 men, many of them
we will not go in there as
former fighters with the takfiri
Turkey. Our Arab brothers, who The White House statement was groups charged by their external
are the real owners, the tribes ... followed by a Treasury
backers with bringing down the
will return there. Our approach notification naming three
Syrian government.
is to ensure their return and
Turkish ministers and two
security there." Although the
ministries that would be
According to the London Daily
Turkish media reported the
sanctioned: Defense Minister
Telegraph, “national army [sic.]
return of the Syrian army to
Hulusi Akar, Interior Minister fighters sometimes use the
Manbij, there was no immediate Suleyman Soylu, and Energy
language of Islamic extremists
response from the presidential Minister Fatih Donmez. The
on social media, referring to
palace.
Treasury blacklist freezes their themselves as ‘soldiers of the
US assets, such as they might be, caliph’ and promising to fight
Having apparently given the
and prohibits any US or US‘God’s enemies, atheists and
green light for the start of
related transactions with them. those filthy Arab infidels beside
Operation Peace Spring, Donald The Treasury said sanctions
them.”
Trump immediately threatened would also be applied against
Turkey with the destruction of Turkey’s Defense and Energy
This ‘national army’ was formed
its economy if it transgressed
ministries.
from a number of Turkish3
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backed factions, including the
Sultan Murad Division, the
Hamza division and the Ahrar al
Sharqiyya group, some of whose
members had formerly fought
with Ahrar al Sham, one of the
most violent groups in Syria,
responsible for the massacre of
Alawis amongst other atrocities.
Entering Afrin in 2018, the
Turkish-backed ‘Free Syrian
Army’ – as it was then known –
was accused of committing war
crimes, including the mutilation
of the bodies of Kurdish
fighters, the destruction of
Yazidi places of worship and the
forced conversion of Yazidis.
While Turkey intended the
‘Syrian National Army’ to be a
more disciplined force, its
proxies are again committing
what are clearly war crimes.
On October 12, these ‘rebel
fighters,’ as the media calls
them, stopped an SUV travelling
between Qamishli and Manbij.
The passengers, Hevrin Khalaf,
the Secretary-General of the
Future Syrian Party and an
assistant, were taken out and
shot by the side of the road.

The ‘rebels’ also stand accused Kurdish shelling of towns and
of releasing Islamic State
villages, infuriating the local
prisoners from prisons
people and strengthening
abandoned by the SDF, notably popular support for the Turkish
at Tal Abyad. Turkey’s counter army’s offensive. Between
claim that the prison was empty October 11-14 alone, 11
because the YPG emptied it with civilians were killed from the
the aim of creating chaos in the south of Suruc, facing Ayn al
region has been denied by US Arab (Kobane) just over the
sources. (Lara Seligman
border, to Nusaybin further east.
‘Turkish-backed Forces Are
Freeing Islamic State Prisoners,’ Internationally, operation ‘Peace
Foreign Policy, October 14).
Spring’ has been widely
condemned, by the same
The advances of Turkey’s
governments and media
proxies are being covered by air commentators, however, that
attacks and heavy artillery
have supported the attack on
barrages. France 24 reported
Syria all along. Even now their
that an air attack on a convoy
concern is for the Kurds – seven
near the town of Ras al Ayn
to 10 per cent of thel Syrian
killed three Kurdish fighters and population - and not for Syria.
six civilians, including a Syrian Their hypocrisy would be
Kurdish journalist. Two French monumental were it not
journalists were injured.
unexceptional.
An estimated 130,000 Syrians
have fled from towns and
villages as the Turkish army’s
proxies advance. In the wake of
the abrupt US withdrawal,
security at prison camps for
Islamic State fighters and their
families is collapsing, with
nearly 900 foreign nationals
breaking out of the Ain Issa
camp, in northern Raqqa (since
October 14 the town and
presumably the camp is now
under the control of the Syrian
army). To the west of the Raqqa
governorate the Syrian army has
also entered Al-Tabaqa city and
taken control of Tabaqa airport.

CNN reported other atrocities at
the hands of the ‘rebels.’ Videos
show a number of men, one with
his hands bound behind his
back, being shot by the roadside
to cries of “Allahu Akbar” and
“Pigs, prisoners – kill them.” In
one clip a man shouts “Film me
shooting him with an assault
rifle” (‘Kurdish politician and 10 On the other side of the border,
others killed by ‘Turkish-backed at least 18 Turkish civilians,
militia’ in Syria,’ CNN, October including a nine months old
13).
baby, have been killed by heavy
4

Hungary is a European
exception in understanding
Turkey’s position but even the
president of Turkish North
Cyprus, Mustafa Akinci, has
called for dialogue and
diplomacy, saying “Even if we
call it Peace Spring it is blood
that is spilling and not water.”
The central figure in this
imbroglio now is Vladimir
Putin, who made no apparent
attempt to block the Turkish
operation, while saying he did
not support it. Putin plays a
long game, often with frustrating
side effects for Syria, but he has
been consistent in his support for
Syria’s territorial integrity, for
the right of its people to choose
their future and consistent also
in his opposition to the illegal
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presence of armed forces.

point, however, Putin is likely to
enter the picture as the
The US still has its base at Tanf, ringmaster seeking a diplomatic
close to the Iraqi and Jordanian end to the fighting and the
borders, and may decide to stay negotiated withdrawal of all
there as part of its anti-Iranian foreign forces.
strategy. However, its overall
position in Syria would seem to Putin, and only Putin, can steer
be in a state of terminal collapse. Erdogan towards a negotiated
Demands for a complete
settlement, most likely through a
withdrawal would have
face-saving accommodation that
widespread public support in the emphasises the need to respect
US, despite the gnashing of teeth Turkey’s security concerns in
of those who will choke on the Syria’s north. After eight long
victory accruing to Russia, Iran years, is the Syrian end game
and Syria.
finally coming into sight?
Much depends now on how
Turkey will respond. VicePresident Fuat Oktay has
insisted Turkey will not declare
a ceasefire and neither will it
negotiate with the Syrian Kurds
or the Syrian government. “You
cannot talk or negotiate with
terrorists … it’s unrealistic and I
wish they [Europe/NATO
partners] would understand
that.” At the same time, Pence,
before setting off for Ankara,
called on Turkey to “stand
down, end the violence and
come to the negotiating table …
the US is simply not going to
tolerate Turkey’s invasion in
Syria any longer.” Coming from
a government whose forces are
in Syria illegally, and whose
violence Syrians have had to
tolerate, this would at the least
seem a bit rich.

Yet, since Epstein’s arrest in
July, many of these older articles
on Epstein and Maxwell, as well
as those focusing on the EpsteinPrince Andrew relationship,
have disappeared from the
archives of several prominent
U.K. media outlets that reported
on these relationships years ago.

Several of these articles, though
largely scrubbed from the
internet, were recently obtained
by MintPress and a review of
their contents makes the likely
motive behind their
disappearance clear: several
not only reference
These Scrubbed articles
Epstein’s connection to both
Reports Reveal New U.S. and Israeli intelligence
before the first
Secrets Into the years
investigation into Epstein’s
Prince Andrew- exploitation of minors had even
but also reveal surprising
Jeffrey Epstein begun,
aspects of Prince Andrew’s
Relationship
involvement with Epstein that
strongly suggest that the Prince
Source:
partook in illicit sexual activities
https://www.mintpressnews.com/scrubb
with minors to a much greater
ed-reports-reveal-new-secrets-of-theextent than has previously been
prince-andrew-jeffrey-epsteinreported.
relationship/262330/
By Whitney Webb

The Epstein-Prince Andrew
relationship has long been a
fascination of the U.K. press,
with numerous articles dating
back to the early 2000s detailing
the most outrageous aspects of
their relationship. Prior to that,
Epstein had also garnered
attention from U.K. newspapers
For the moment Erdogan
regarding his association with
appears prepared to doubleGhislaine Maxwell, whose
down. Thus, the violence will
continue. Perhaps there will be a reputation in the U.K. is rather
notorious, as was that of her
standoff between the Turkish
father, Robert Maxwell.
and Syrian armies. At some
5

New, disturbing details of
Prince Andrew’s early
links to Epstein
Since Epstein was arrested the
first time in 2006 and even more
so after he was arrested again
this past July, those named in
press reports as his associates
have made every effort to
distance themselves from the
accused pedophile and sex
trafficker. For this reason, press
reports that discuss Epstein long
before there was any hint of the
larger scandal are particularly
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important for understanding the Quote from a now-deleted
reputation, as well as the U.K.
true nature of Epstein’s past
Evening Standard article
envoy for investment and trade
associations with the rich and
— certainly fits into the category
powerful.
Another friend of Maxwell and of people that Epstein entrapped
Epstein made similar claims that on behalf of intelligence: rich,
In light of what is now known appear in the same article:
politically powerful, wary of
about Epstein’s sexual blackmail
damaging their social reputation,
operation and sex trafficking
Another friend said: "Ghisla-ine and thus susceptible to
activities, several reports from is manipulating him and he's too blackmail.
the late 1990s and early 2000s
naive to realise it. She's his
contain details long since
social fixer and he's going along Notably, the year this article was
forgotten regarding Epstein’s
with it - why?
published (2001), is the same
relationship with Prince Andrew.
year that Epstein’s most wellBecause I think Epstein's
known accuser and victim,
One particularly censored article fantastically impressed by it all. Virginia Giuffre (then Virginia
that appeared in London’s
It's all very premeditated.
Roberts), claims that she was
Evening Standard in January
introduced to Prince Andrew by
2001, for instance, gives several The article further describes
Maxwell and Epstein and forced
indications regarding the
Epstein and Prince Andrew as to have sex with the Prince on at
apparent entrapment of Prince having a “curious symbiotic
least three occasions. She has
Andrew as part of Epstein’s
relationship,” adding that
also claimed that Epstein would
sexual blackmail operation,
“wherever Ghislaine is seen
subsequently instruct her to
which is now known to have
with Prince Andrew, Epstein
describe the encounters in order
been connected to intelligence isn’t far behind.”
to learn compromising
— specifically Israeli military
information about the Prince’s
intelligence, according to recent These quotes are particularly
sexual habits and preferences.
revelations
telling now that it is a matter of Her claims regarding Epstein’s
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/ari- record that Epstein was seeking trafficking of her, specifically to
ben-menashe-jeffrey-epstein-ghislaine- out rich and powerful
Prince Andrew, have since been
maxwell-israel-intelligence/262162/) individuals and entrapping them largely corroborated by
in the case.
with minors for the purpose of photographic evidence, flight
blackmail. The fact that personal logs, and public records.
The article, written by Evening friends of Epstein and Maxwell
Standard journalist Nigel Rosser, at the time openly stated that
quotes a personal friend of both their “manipulative” relationship
Ghislaine Maxwell and Epstein with Prince Andrew was “very
as saying the following about
premeditated” and “probably
their friendship with Prince
being done for Epstein” strongly
Andrew:
suggests that not only was the
Prince entrapped, but that this
A friend of the couple said: "She type of entrapment activity was
is able to entrance anyone she known to occur among those
This undated photo released by
chooses and Epstein can pay for who were close to Epstein and
Virginia Giuffre shows Prince Andrew
posing with a young Giuffre, Ghislaine
anything anyone wants. She is Maxwell at the time.
Maxwell is shown standing in the
very manipulative, and winds
background
people round her little finger. Prince Andrew — as a member
of the Royal Family, which is
The whole Andrew thing is
very protective of its social
probably being done for Epstein.
6

While it appears that Prince
Andrew was deliberately
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entrapped as part of Epstein’s
intelligence-linked sexual
blackmail operation, the article
further suggests that Andrew’s
involvement with the minors
exploited by Epstein went far
beyond his alleged three
encounters with Giuffre.

other evidence have since made Ghislaine Maxwell’s open
it clear that “massage” was the
secret
code word Epstein and his coconspirators used for sex with
Media reports cite Prince
the minors he exploited and
Andrew and Ghislaine Maxwell
massage tables and sex toys
as having developed a close
were frequently present together
relationship at least by February
in the rooms of his various
2000, when Andrew had spent a
residences where he forced
week at Epstein’s controversial
Rosser quotes a friend of Prince underage girls to engage in
New York penthouse at 9 East
Andrew’s ex-wife Sara Ferguson sexual acts with him and others.
71st Street. One report published
as saying that Andrew “used to
in 2000 by London’s Sunday
be smart when he came back
Most notable of all is the fact
Times claimed that the two were
from abroad…He’s started
that claims of Prince Andrew
introduced by Andrew’s ex-wife
having a girl massage him…He receiving “massages” from girls
Sarah Ferguson, often referred to
even travels abroad with his
during his trips with Epstein and
as “Fergie” in the press, and
own massage mattress.”
Maxwell were published in
further claims that this
January 2001, at least two
introduction had taken place
During this same time period,
months before Virginia Giuffre
several years prior. Epstein is
Epstein and Maxwell also
states that she was first
alleged to have first been
introduced Prince Andrew to
introduced to and forced to have
introduced to Andrew via
“sex aid entrepreneur” Christine sex with the Prince in March of
Maxwell in 1999.
Drangsholt during a trip to Mar- 2001. This means that the claims
a-Lago and describes Andrew
of Epstein- and MaxwellYears after this introduction was
traveling to Los Angeles, where brokered “massages” refer to at
made, Jeffrey Epstein would
he was seen “flirting…with a
least one other girl, strongly
provide financial assistance to
group of young girls,” and to
suggesting that Andrew’s
Ferguson at Prince Andrew’s
Phuket, Thailand where he
involvement with minors
behest by paying Ferguson’s
“wandered around the sex bars exploited by Epstein is greater
former personal assistant
in the area’s red light district.” than has been recently
£15,000, allegedly in order to
The Los Angeles trip saw
acknowledged.
allow for “a wider restructuring
Andrew accompanied by artist
of Sarah’s £5 million debts to
and close friend of Michael
Other recently reported
take place,” according to The
Jackson, Brett Livingstone
information has added to the
Telegraph.
Strong, and Ghislaine Maxwell likelihood that Prince Andrew
accompanied Andrew to
engaged in illicit activities with
Oddly, by April of that year,
Thailand.
more minors than Virginia
Maxwell and Prince Andrew
Giuffre. For instance, the FBI
were spotted by their fellow
The mentions of massages from recently expanded its probe into
diners at a posh New York
a “girl” and Andrew traveling
Epstein’s sex trafficking network
restaurant holding hands,
around with Maxwell and
to include a specific focus on the
prompting both the Prince and
Epstein while bringing along
Prince’s role. The FBI has
Maxwell to claim that their
“his own massage mattress,” are claimed that they are reviewing
relationship was merely
particularly striking given what claims regarding Prince Andrew
“platonic.” However, a separate
is now known about Epstein’s made by other Epstein victims
report from 2007 in the Evening
sex trafficking and sexual
aside from Giuffre, but did not
Standard refers to Maxwell as
blackmail operation. Court
specify the nature of those
one of Prince Andrew’s former
documents, police reports, and claims.
girlfriends.
7
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Within a year of their close
relationship having become
public, Andrew and Ghislaine
were reported to have gone on
eight different vacations
together, of which Epstein
accompanied them for five.
Andrew also brought Maxwell
and Epstein to celebrate the
Queen’s birthday in 2000 as his
personal guests.
Several reports from this period
also provide interesting insight
into Maxwell’s business
activities and private life. One
article from 2000, published in
London’s Sunday Times, states
that “for all her high-profile
appearances on Manhattan’s AList merry-go-round, she
[Maxwell] is secretive to the
point of paranoia and her
business affairs are deeply
mysterious.” It goes on to say
that Maxwell “has been building
a business empire as opaque as
father’s” — referencing Robert
Maxwell’s business empire,
which included multiple front
companies for Israeli
intelligence — and adds that
“her office in Manhattan refuses
to confirm even the nature or the
name of her business.”

designer.

contains the following passage:

One report on Maxwell —
which was published by the
Evening Standard in 2003, years
before Epstein was first publicly
revealed to be exploiting minors
— contains very telling
information about Maxwell’s
work for Epstein. It states
“Ghislaine has risen, largely
thanks to property developer
Epstein bankrolling her, to
become queen of the
billionaires’ social circuit,”
adding that “Jeffrey only likes
billionaires or very young
women and uses Ghislaine as
his social pimp.” It then
discusses “rumors” that
Maxwell was hosting “bizarre
parties at her house to which
she invites a dozen or so young
girls, then brandishes a whip
and teaches them how to
improve their sexual
techniques.”

More at home in the world of
international finance than the
English countryside, the
immensely wealthy financier
and property developer
maintains a mysterious presence
in New York. He has a licence to
carry a concealed weapon, once
claimed to have worked for the
CIA although he now denies it and owns propertes all over
America.
Once he arrived at the London
home of a British arms dealer
bringing a gift - a New York
police-issue pump action riot
gun. "God knows how he got it
into the country," a friend said.
A quote from a now deleted
2001 Evening Standard article

Another article, published in
1992 in the U.K.’s Mail on
Sunday, describes “rumors” that
Given what is now known about linked Epstein to the CIA and
Maxwell’s role as Epstein’s
the Mossad and claimed that he
procurer of underage girls and had worked as “a corporate spy
her role in “training” them in
hired by big businesses to
sexual techniques, this passage uncover money that had been
— again from 2003 — reveals embezzled.” In addition, an
that Epstein’s and Maxwell’s
article published in 2000 in
dark acts were pretty much an London’s Sunday Times also
On her relationship with Epstein, open secret for years prior to
states of Epstein that “nobody
it states that “he’s always kept Epstein’s first arrest in 2007.
knows whether he’s a concert
her secrets, no one knows what
pianist, property developer, CIA
their relationship is really
Jeffrey Epstein, spy and agent, a math teacher or a
about.” An article from 2001
member of Mossad.”
property mogul?
claims that Maxwell’s
Manhattan lifestyle, her New
Although she owns her own
One recurring theme in many of
York residence and her vehicles
apartment on the Upper East
these older reports from the U.K.
were all purchased by Epstein
Side, Ghislaine chooses to live
is their mention of Epstein’s
and that she was employed as his
with Jeffrey Epstein, a wealthy
alleged ties to both U.S. and
“consultant” while also acting as
financier who now works for
Israeli intelligence. For instance,
his social organizer and interior
Leslie Wexner, owner of the
Nigel Rosser’s 2001 article
8
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upmarket lingerie outfit
Victoria's Secret. "He's Mr
Enigmatic. Nobody knows
whether he's a concert pianist,
property developer, a CIA agent,
a math teacher or a member of
Mossad, "says a New York
social observer.

developer and financier” with an him until 2013. Notably, Gates’
“intensively secret business life” former chief scientific adviser
who “owns properties all over was recently named as an
the country [the U.S.].” It also alternate executor for Epstein’s
states that Epstein had made
will and Gates appears on the
millions from “his business links flight logs of Epstein’s nowwith the likes of Bill Gates,
infamous private plane. Gates,
Donald Trump and Ohio
one of the world’s richest men,
billionaire Leslie Wexner”
has since claimed that he only
"Jeffrey provides some financial during the 1990s and beyond.
had met with Epstein in order to
support and he's always kept her
meet other wealthy people and
secrets, but nobody knows what
Epstein was a guest at the
to discuss “philanthropy.”
their relationship is really
Queen's birthday party at
about."
Windsor and travelled with
Ghislaine to Andrew's country
A quote from a now-deletd 2000 weekend at Sandringham before
Sunday Times article
Christmas.
Notably, these rumors of
Epstein’s links to intelligence
have since been confirmed. The
CIA-Mossad links to Epstein
were detailed in a recent
MintPress investigative series
and several mainstream media
reports have corroborated
Epstein’s time as a selfdescribed “financial bounty
hunter” who hunted down
embezzled funds and also hid
stolen money for powerful
people and governments.
Another odd commonality
among these now-scrubbed
articles on Epstein from the
1990s and early 2000s is that the
majority of them refer to Epstein
not as a “financier” or “hedge
fund manager,” as has become
common in more recent reports,
but as a “New York property
developer” and even as a
“property mogul.”
For instance, the 2001 Evening
Standard article introduces
Epstein as an “immensely
powerful New York property

He has made many millions out
of his business links with the
likes of Bill Gates, Donald
Trump and Ohio billionaire
Leslie Wexner, whose trust he
runs.
A quote from a now-deleted
2001 Evening Standard article

Donald and Melania Trump with
Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell
at the Mar-a-Lago club, Palm Beach,
Florida in 2000. Photo | Davidoff
Studios

Wexner, in addition to his other
close financial ties to Epstein, Another article in the Evening
Standard refers to Epstein as a
was involved in several
Manhattan real estate deals with “property mogul.” Several other
articles — such as a 2000 article
Epstein and Epstein’s brother
Mark while Donald Trump was from Australia’s Sunday Mail, a
then best known for his career as 1995 article from Australia’s
a New York property developer Sun Herald, and a 1995 article
and real estate mogul. Trump is from the U.K.’s Mail on Sunday
— also refer to Epstein as
also cited in a separate article
chiefly a “property developer.”
from January 2001 as being
Interestingly, references to
good friends with both Prince
Epstein as a property developer
Andrew and his ex-wife. In
continued to occur (though less
addition, this article’s claim
regarding Epstein’s most notable frequently) after his first arrest
in 2007 and then again after his
“business links” in 2001
recent arrest this past July, yet
contradicts Bill Gates’ recent
assertions that he never had any oddly only in non-U.S.
newspapers. Another article
business relationship with
Epstein and did not meet with states that Ghislaine Maxwell
9
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had sold property on Epstein’s administration as well as major
behalf and was also involved in New York power players
the New York real estate market. involved in suspect financial
activity immediately prior to the
While several articles in the
September 11 attacks as well as
early 2000s describe Epstein as the 2008 financial crisis. All of
both “property developer” and those connections and more will
“financier,” even earlier articles be explored in MintPress’
about Epstein refer to him
upcoming investigative series on
exclusively as a “property
the financial crimes of Jeffrey
developer.” For instance, the
Epstein and their broader
1992 article in the Mail on
implications.
Sunday cited above referred to
Epstein as “a shadowy, almost
Truth Is A Kremlin
maverick New York property
Talking Point
developer” and noted that, even
then, Epstein appeared “to have
Source:
an inexhaustible supply of
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2019/10/1
money and yet no one seems
7/truth-is-a-kremlin-talking-point/
able to answer the question of
precisely what the source.”
By Caitlin Johnstone

imperialist world hegemony.
Yang’s statement about US
intervention in foreign elections
is indisputably true, of course.
Both alternative and mainstream
media outlets have thoroughly
documented the fact that the US
government’s own data shows
them to have interfered in scores
of foreign elections, far more
than any other nation on earth.
This includes an interference in
Russia’s elections in the nineties
that was so brazen they made a
Hollywood movie about it.
Former CIA Director James
Woolsey openly admitted on Fox
News last year that the US still
interferes in foreign elections to
this very day.

As will be revealed in an
If you’re in the mood for some These are not conspiracy
upcoming MintPress
depressing amusement, just type theories. These are not even
investigative series, these
secrets. These are facts. But
the words “Kremlin talking
references allude to Epstein’s
point” without quotation marks because they are inconvenient
shady business activities in the into Twitter’s search engine and facts, they get labeled “Kremlin
New York and Palm Beach real scroll through all the results
talking points” by those whose
estate markets from the midjob it is to defend the status quo.
which come up. Just keep on
1980s to the late-1990s that were scrolling and observe how this
used to launder massive amounts label, “Kremlin talking point”, Hawaii Congresswoman Tulsi
of money for organized crime
Gabbard was also branded with
gets bleated by mainstream
and intelligence. It is likely for empire loyalists to dismiss
the accusation of voicing
this reason that Epstein’s real
“Kremlin talking points” for
subjects ranging from the
estate activities during this
rigging of Democratic primaries remarks she made during last
period have been so deliberately to criticism of US regime change night’s debate. In her case those
ignored by the U.S. press, even wars to endless US
“talking points” consisted of the
though other aspects of his
warmongering to concerns about indisputable fact that the
financial activities were heavily new cold war escalations to
bloodshed in Syria can be
scrutinized in recent months.
blamed on US politicians from
disliking John McCain to
criticism of Nancy Pelosi. Any both parties, and the indisputable
Indeed, in examining Epstein’s criticism of the status quo which fact that the US has armed
involvement in real estate
extremist militias in that nation
cannot be labeled false or
markets, particularly in New
with the goal of effecting regime
misleading gets labeled a
York, it becomes clear that those “talking point” of
change.
activities have no shortage of
Russia/Putin/the Kremlin by
controversial tie-ins to the
those who support and defend “Literally a Kremlin talking
current U.S. presidential
the status quo of US-centralized point, but whatever,” tweeted
10
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#Resistance pundit Leah
McElrath in response to
Gabbard’s debate comments.

Mensch’s hair. If they are going
to start telling us that truth is
Russian, then the only
appropriate thing to say in
response is dasvidaniya.

monitoring the Turkish press
over the last few years, you
would know that Turkey’s
President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan
“It is a fact that the Russian
has been eager to fire-up his
talking point for years has been
AKP base at home and project
that the United States arms alNeo-Ottoman power regionally,
Washington’s
Sum
Qaeda in Syria. Tulsi Gabbard
so this latest Turkish foray into
of All Fears:
just said it on national
Syria can be seen as a
television,” tweeted journalist
of the ‘New Turkey‘
Kurdish Militants resumption
Scott Stedman.
– the AKP’s gradual
Cut a Deal with transformation of Turkey from a
“How odd to listen to Tulsi
secular Kemalist state, to an
Damascus
Gabbard mouthing Syrian and
Islamic one. This gradual
Russian talking points on the
revolution is not confined within
Democratic debate stage…sorry
Turkey’s own borders though, as
but no one thinks US troops
it hopes to extend its microwithdrawn by Trump were there
colonial project of Sunnification
as part of a ‘regime change war’
to include areas in question
by the US,” tweeted Susan
located inside and along Syria’s
Glasser of CNN and The New
northern border with Turkey.
Yorker.
Hence, Ankara has moved its
forces into Syrian territory for
So the establishment narrative
the third time in as many years,
IMAGE: Syrian President Bashar almanagers now have an official
this time dubbed “Operation
Assad on the ground and speaking to
three-word debunk of any
Peace Spring,” and with
Syrian Arab Army officers.
criticism of the establishment
Erdogan justifying the move
Source:
which employs them, which
under the auspices of ‘fighting
applies even when that criticism https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/10/1 terrorism,’ vowing once again to
4/washingtons-sum-of-all-fearsis fully based in facts and reality.
secure the country’s national
kurdish-sdf-cut-a-deal-with-damascus/
Facts are a Kremlin talking
security by stamping-out the
point, and anyone who believes
Kurdish YPG-PKK ‘terrorist
By Patrick Henningsen
them is Russian. Facts are
threat’ embedded in northern
Russian. Truth is Russian.
The reality of the situation is that Syria. He may have achieved
Skepticism is Russian. Asking Turkey sprung a trap set by
some marginal success in this
questions is Russian. Dissent is Damascus and its allies. In doing department, but not in the way
Russian. Revolution is Russian. so, Turkey helped to clean up
most mainstream pundits think.
what was previously a near
So let’s all get Russian then,
Unknowingly perhaps (or not),
impossible situation for
baby. Let’s all fill our heads with Damascus.
Turkey helped towards resolving
objectively true Kremlin talking
at least three separate problems
points and Cossack dance our
which had been grating at
While much of the western
way to a fact-based relationship mainstream media has laboured Damascus and Moscow for at
with reality. Get as Russian as over ‘Trump’s decision‘ to pull- least the last three years. Firstly,
possible. Get aggressively
out US troops from Syria, there the Turkish incursion has finally
Russian. Get offensively
displaced uninvited US military
are other factors which have
Russian. Get so Russian it hurts. been driving the current
forces that had begun illegally
Get so Russian it curls Louise situation. If you’ve been
occupying northeastern Syria
11
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since late 2016, effectively
in these areas as being met with through and use as a staging
propping-up their SDF (Syrian cheers from crowds – which is a ground for attacks further afield
Democratic Forces) Kurdish-led public relations disaster for
in areas like Sweida and Al Tanf.
proxy militants, many of whom Washington and its Kurdish
If a mutual security arrangement
share membership with Kurdish ‘Rojava’ nation-building project can be reached between Syria
YPG/PKK militant groups. This in northern Syria.
and Iraq to secure its shared
weekend has shown the world
border, then this would
that without its US protection, Lastly, aside from securing its potentially revolutionise political
Kurdish-led forces are not as
key northern border crossings, and economic affairs in the
viable as they have been
Damascus in now one step
region, and even globally.
depicted in the western media, closer to reclaiming its oil and
now exposed to the painful
gas fields situated north of the If these events do come to pass,
reality that their ‘autonomous’ Euphrates river near the city of it would be a complete defeat for
status in northeastern Syria is on Deir Ezzor – which have been decades of Washington-led
borrowed time, evidenced by the continuously occupied by ISIS efforts in the region. Together
fact that they failed to protect
and SDF forces respectively
with its allies, the US has
Kurdish residents from the
since 2014. Liberating its own worked long and hard to keep
Turkish military and their jihadi domestic energy supply will go a this part of the Middle East
vanguard ground forces,
long way towards helping
unstable and divided. It was in
formerly known as Free Syrian Damascus mitigate some of the this US-led, and Saudi and
Army (FSA), who’ve rather
economic suffering felt as a
Israeli-engineered environment
cynically rebranded themselves result of the imposition of joint of destablisation that both al
now to the ‘Syrian National
EU-US sanctions, a punitive
Qaeda and ISIS terrorists were
Army’. With Syrian Kurdish
embargo designed by western
able to emerge and thrive for so
forces now on their back heels, powers to strangle the country long. Its adversaries should
they were left with no other
and foment more domestic
remain vigilant though as history
option than to approach
unrest.
demonstrates both Washington
Damascus to negotiate an
and Israel are not above
alliance. That agreement was
provoking instability in order to
A New Middle East
inked this weekend, with the
achieve their shared short-term
SAA now heading towards key The Kurdish request for
and long-range goals for the
towns and cities in the northeast Damascus protection also flies in region.
of Syria including one of the
the face of years of western
centers of fighting – the hotly
propaganda which tried to justify Regardless, the board has been
contested Syrian border town of Washington’s policy of military flipped in Syria. Unable to either
Kobani. This new reality also
occupation and nation-building hold territory or keep thousands
means that Turkish military will by convincing the world that the of ISIS prisoners in custody, USnot willingly fire upon SAA
backed SDF militias have been
Syrian government was
forces inside of Syrian sovereign unwelcome in the northeastern exposed as the latest in a long
territory, although Turkey’s
region of its own country, and lineage of hapless pawns of
jihadist FSA/SNA militias might that “Kurdish independence”
Washington in the Great Game.
engage with its old nemesis.
was a fait accompli. Moreover, Once new ground locations are
Those side skirmishes could
secured by SAA forces, then
Damascus is a step closer to
prolong instability, but they are securing previously vulnerable Damascus could invite Russian
not nearly as insurmountable as stretches of its eastern border
air support to secure this
entrenched US forces in the area. with Iraq which the US was
airspace – an outcome which can
only mean that terrorists’ days
previously ‘managing’ and
Reports show the SAA’s arrival which allowed ISIS to move
will be numbered going forward.
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Any remaining ISIS or Al Qaeda raging across much of the
these heroes, these selfless
terrorists brigades active in north farmland and vast olive and fruit heroes, they have saved every
of the Euphrates will have few tree groves. This is a disaster for inch of Syria alongside the
remaining escape routes, other the smallholders who rely upon Syrian Arab Army. They stand
than north to seek refuge in the the yield from these trees for
between life and death when
various AKP-sanctioned terrorist survival and warmth in the soon- these environmental disasters
enclaves located across the
to-be-here winter.
strike this already battered land.
border in southern Turkey.
In Syria, so far, two firefighters
As this author said back in early
have died battling these blazes
2018, the US-Kurdish dance in
and eight have been injured.
northeastern Syria was always a
game of musical chairs, and
Laith Marouf, geopolitical
sooner or later, someone had to
analyst and journalist, had this to
leave. And that someone is the
say:
USA and hopefully…
immediately followed by ISIS.
"Wild fires are raging for the
Homs forest fires
past two days in the north of
As President Bashar al-Assad
Lebanon and the bordering
These fires are being fought and
said already, Syria is determined
regions of Syria. You can feel the
extinguished by the SYRIAN
to reclaim “every inch” of its
effect in Beirut, 100km away.
Civil Defence, the REAL one,
territory. So it might behoove
Temperature in the city reached
the Syrian Civil Defence and
western powers not to
38oC yesterday and are still
Fire Brigades that were
underestimate the will and
hovering around 35oC today,
established in 1953. These
determination of a country and
when usual October
brigades have been the quiet
army which has withstood eight
temperatures are in the mid
heroes in this 8 year proxy war
years of a fully internationalised
20s."
waged against the Syrian people
regime change war waged
by the western imperialist
against it.
The sister of a Lattakia
alliance. They have been
firefighter told me this morning:
murdered by incoming terrorist
Forest fires in
groups and their White Helmet
“All the fires were brought
They have been
Homs, Lattakia and cohorts.
under control by the firefighters
displaced, made homeless, their
Tartous decimate children have been kidnapped The biggestheroes’
fire remains in Al
held as hostages to force
Syrian environment and
Qerdaha , Waiting for the
them to join the armed groups –
arrival of the regiments of Hama
many refused, at great cost to
Source:
and Damascus at any moment to
https://thewallwillfall.org/2019/10/15/f themselves and their families.
support the process of
orest-fires-in-homs-lattakia-andThey have served the Syrian
extinguishing
the huge fire
tartous-decimate-syrian-environment/ people faithfully and steadfastly
there .. “
through everything, with no
By Vanessa Beeley
recognition from the West,
From a Syrian, Wissam Sliman,
blinded by the PR for the White
who was told that an entire
While everyone is focused on
Helmeted Oscar winners,
forest around his village, in
the dramatic events in northEmpire’s divas on the
Tartous province, had been
eastern Syria, other areas of
“humanitarian” stage.
destroyed in the fires:
Syria are burning. Forest fires in
Homs, Lattakia and Tartous are
Now it is time to pay homage to
13
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“One of the worst and most
saddening “side effects” of the
terrorists war on Syria is
mistreatment of mother nature,
intentionally or unintentionally,
which resulted huge losses in
Syria’s green dress…a tree lost
is a step towards a dark future
for us all, and soon we will
regret the loss of each and every
single leaf. If you don’t know,
you should know!
Syria’s REAL Syria Civil
Defence branch in Tartous has
done amazing work
extinguishing tens of fires in
Tartous beautiful countryside
today as I have heard, all that
with their limited budgets and
equipment thanks to
“humanitarian” sanctions
aimed to “help” the Syrian
people.
Syria’s REAL Syria Civil
Defence did it without cameras,
because all they care about is to
do the REAL humanitarian work
they have volunteered to do, to
save people and nature, not like
the terrorists of the White
Helmets who were forced on us
through Hollywood, and who I
know would slaughter me for
dinner just because they don’t
consider me a human..
Ironic huh?
The White Helmets – a
“Humanitarian group” which
doesn’t have a shred of
humanity..
There were also fires in Homs
and Lattakia.
Syria’s REAL Syria Civil

Defence has done wonderful job
today, yet Al Qaeda
brainwashers still promote the
criminal WhiteHelmets instead
of the real heros who do the real
humanitarian work.”
Related links to the REAL
Syria Civil Defence:

preventing indispensable
medical equipment and
medication entering a country,
even preventing food from being
imported, or being imported at
horrendous prices only the rich
can pay.

The latest victim of this
horrifying IMF scheme is
Award Given by REAL Syria Ecuador. For starters, you should
Civil Defence Recognising Work know that since January 2000,
of Vanessa Beeley :
Ecuador’s economy is 100%
dollarized, compliments of the
http://https//21stcenturywire.co IMF (entirely controlled by the
m/2017/04/25/award-given-by- US Treasury, by force of an
real-syria-civil-defenseabsolute veto). The other two
recognises-work-of-vanessa- fully dollarized Latin American
beeley/
countries are El Salvador and
Panama.
REAL Syria Civil Defence
articles:
The Wall Street Journal recently
stated that Ecuador “has the
https://21stcenturywire.com/tag/ misfortune to be an oil producer
real-syria-civil-defence/
with a ‘dollarized’ economy that
uses the U.S. currency as legal
The Journal added:
Ecuador and the tender.”
“The appreciation of the U.S.
IMF’s Killing Spree dollar against other currencies
has decreased the net exports of
Source:
non-oil commodities from
https://dissidentvoice.org/2019/10/ecua
Ecuador, which, coupled with
dor-and-the-imfs-killing-spree/
the volatility of oil prices, is
constraining the country’s
By Peter Koenig
potential for economic growth.”
For close to 40 years the IMF
has weaponized its handle on the Starting in the mid 1990’s,
culminating around 1998,
western economy through the
dollar-based western monetary Ecuador suffered a severe
system, and brutally destroyed economic crisis, resulting from
climatic calamities, and US
nation after nation, thereby
killed hundreds of thousands of corporate and banking oil price
people. Indirectly, of course, as manipulations (petrol is
Ecuador’s main export product),
the IMF would not use
traditional guns and bombs, but resulting in massive bank
financial instruments that kill. failures and hyper-inflation.
Ecuador’s economy at that time
They kill by famine, by
had been semi-dollarized, like
economic strangulation,
14
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that of most Latin American
countries; i.e., Peru, Colombia,
Chile, Brazil, and so on.

Ecuadorian goods and services everything, stealing the money
quoted in dollars, became
from the social sectors,
unaffordable for locals and
depriving people of work,
uncompetitive for exports. This drastically reducing social
The ‘crisis’ was a great
led to social unrests, resulting in services and converting a surplus
opportunity for the US via the a popular ‘golpe’. President
economy of tremendous social
IMF to take full control of the Mahuad was disposed, had to
gains into one of poverty and
Ecuadorian (petrol) economy by flee the country, and was
misery.
100% dollarizing it. The IMF
replaced by Gustavo Noboa,
propagated the same recipe for from the same CDU party (2000 President Correa left the country
Ecuador as it did ten years
– 2003). Ever since the dollar
a modest debt of about 40% to
earlier for Argentina, namely full remained controversial among GDP at the end of his Presidency
dollarization of the economy in the Ecuadorian population.
in 2017. A debt-GDP ratio that
order to combat inflation and to President Rafael Correa’s quiet would be no problem anywhere
bring about economic stability attempt to return to the Sucre,
in the world. Compare this to the
and growth. In January 2000,
was answered by a CIA-inspired US debt vs. GDP – 105% in
then President Jorge Jamil
police coup attempt on 30
current terms and about 700% in
Mahuad Witt, from the “Popular September 2010.
terms of unmet obligations (net
Democracy Party”, or the
present value of total
Ecuadorian Christian
In 2017, the CIA / NED
outstanding obligations). There
Democratic Union (equivalent to (National Endowment for
was absolutely no reason to call
the German CDU), declared the Democracy) and the US State
the IMF for help. The IMF, the
US dollar as the official
Department have brought about long arm of the US Treasury,
currency of Ecuador, replacing a so-called “soft” regime change. ‘bought’ its way into Moreno’s
their own currency, the Sucre. They urged (very likely coerced) neoliberal Ecuador, coinciding
Rafael Correa to abstain from
with Moreno evicting Julian
Adopting another country’s
running again for President, as Assange from the Ecuadorian
currency is an absurdity and can the vast majority of Ecuadorians Embassy in London.
only bring failure. And that it
requested him to do. This would
did, almost to the day, 10 years have required a Constitutional The IMF loan of US$ 4,2 billion
after Argentina was forced by
amendment which probably
increases the debt / GDP ratio by
the same US-led villains to
would have been easily accepted 4% and brings social misery and
revalue her peso to parity with by Parliament. Instead they had upheaval in return, and that as
the US-dollar, no fluctuations
Correa endorse his former Vice- usual, at an unimaginable cost,
allowed. Same reason
President (2007-2013) Lenin
by neoliberal economists called
(“economic crisis”, hyperMoreno, who ran on Correa’s
“externalities”. It was practically
inflation), same purpose:
platform, the socialist PAIS
a US “present” for Moreno’s
controlling the riches of the
Alliance, therefore expected to treason, bringing Assange closer
country. Absolute failure was continue in Correa’s line with
into US custody. What most
preprogrammed. Did Ecuador same socioeconomic policies.
people are unaware of is that at
not learn from the Argentinian
the same time, Moreno forgave
experience and convert her
Less than a year later, Moreno US$ 4.5 billion in fines, interest
currency at the very moment the turned tables, became an
and other dues to large
Argentinian economy collapsed outright traitor to his country
corporations and oligarchs,
due to dollarization, into the US and the people who voted for
hence decapitalizing the
dollar? That is not only a fraud, him. He converted Ecuador’s
country’s treasury. The amount
but a planned fraud.
economy to the neoliberal
of canceled corporate fiscal
doctrine – privatization of
obligations is about equivalent to
15
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the IMF loan, plunging large
sectors of the Ecuadorian
population into more misery.

largely succeeded. The public
roads, and worst of all, health,
outcry can be heard
education, water supply and
internationally. Quito is besieged sewerage services.
by tens of thousands of
Unemployment rises, extreme
Besides, under wrong pretexts it demonstrators, steadily
poverty skyrockets, public
allowed Moreno to apply
increasing as large numbers, in service tariffs – water,
neoliberal policies, all those that the tens of thousands, of
electricity, transportation –
usually come as draconian
indigenous people are coming increase, often exponentially,
conditions with IMF loans and from Ecuador’s Amazon region depriving people from moving
that eventually benefit only a
and the Andes to Quito to voice to work or look for new
small elite in the country but
their discontent with their traitor employment elsewhere. Diseases
allows western banking and
president. Government tyranny that otherwise may have been
corporations to further milk the is rampant. Moreno declared a curable, like cancers, under the
countries social system.
60-day state of emergency with new regime lack medication.
curfew and a militarized country. Patients die prematurely.
According to a 2017 report of
As a consequence, Moreno
Depression brings about rapidly
the Center for Economic and
moved the Government
rising suicide rates, as the British
Policy Research (CEPR), an
Administration to Guayaquil and medical journal Lancet has
economic think-tank in
ordered one of the most severe observed in many IMF
Washington, Ecuador’s economy police and military repressions oppressed countries, but
has done rather well under
Ecuador has ever known,
especially in Greece.
Rafael Correa’s 10-year
resulting within ten days to at
leadership (2007 – 2017). The least 7 people killed, about 600 Targeted are primarily those
country has improved her key injured and approximately 1,000 nations that do not want to bend
indicators significantly: Average people arrested.
to the dictate of Washington, and
annual GDP growth was 1.5%
even more so those with natural
(0.6% past 26 years average);
The protests are directed against resources the west covets, or
the poverty rate declined by
the infamous Government
countries that are in strategic
38%, extreme poverty by 47%, a Decree 883, that dictates major geographic locations where
multiple of poverty reduction of social reforms, including an
NATO wants to establish itself
that in the previous ten years,
increase in fuel prices by more or get a stronger foothold; i.e.,
thanks to a horizontally
than 100%, reflecting directly on Greece. The IMF is often helped
distributive growth; inequality public transportation, as well as by the World Bank. The former
(Gini coefficient) fell
on food prices; privatization of providing, or rather coercing, a
substantially, from 0.55 to 0.47; public services, bringing about ‘debt-strapped’ country into
the government doubled social untold layoffs, including some accepting so-called rescue
spending from 4.3% in 2006 to 23,000 government employees; packages, billions of dollars of
8.6% in 2016; tripled education an increase in Aggregated Value loans, at exorbitant “high-risk”
spending from 0.7% to 2.1%
Taxes – all part of the so-called interest rates, with deadly strings
with a corresponding increase in “paquetazo”, imposed by the
attached.
school enrollments; increased
IMF. Protesters called on
public investments from 4% of Moreno, “Fuera asesino, fuera” The latter, the WB, would
GDP in 2006 to 10% in 2016.
– Get out, murderer, get out!
usually come in with loans –
Will they succeed?
also euphemistically called
Now, Moreno is in the process The IMF’s guns are needlessly “blank checks” – to be disbursed
of reversing these gains. Only imposed debt, forced
against a matrix of fulfilled
six months after contracting the privatization of social services conditions, of economic reforms,
IMF loans, he has already
and public assets as railways,
privatizations. Again, all usually
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resulting in massive government Government into Kiev, created a disbursed over a three-year
layoffs, unemployment, poverty. “civil war” with the eastern
period, plunging Argentina in an
In fact, both the IMF and the
Russia-aligned part of Ukraine, almost irrecoverable debt
WB approaches are similar and the Donbass. Thousands of
situation.
often overlapping – imposing
people were killed, millions fled
“structural adjustment” (now in the country, mostly to Russia,
The Bretton Woods
disguise given different names), the country’s debt went through Organizations — World Bank
to steal a country’s resources,
the roof, and in comes the IMF, and IMF — were created in
and sovereignty, by making
approving in December 2018 a 1944 precisely for that reason, to
them dependent on the very
14-month Stand-By
enslave the world, particularly
financial institutions that pretend Arrangement for Ukraine, with the resources-rich countries. The
to ‘help’ them.
an immediate disbursement of purpose of these so-called
US$ 1.4 billion. This is totally international financial
The three most recent and
against the IMF’s own
institutions, foresaw an absolute
flagrant cases of IMF
Constitution, because it does not veto power of the United States,
interference were Greece,
allow lending to a country at war meaning they are doing the
Ukraine and Argentina. Greece or conflict. Ukraine was an
bidding of the US Treasury.
was doubly destroyed, once by “exception”, dictated by the US. They were created under the UN
her brothers and sisters of the
Blamed for the ever-changing
Charter for good disguise, and
European non-Union that
and escalating Ukraine fiasco
are to work hand-in-glove with
blackmailed them into staying was Russia.
the fiat monetary system created
with the euro, instead of exiting
in 1913 by the Federal Reserve
it and converting to their local Another IMF victim is
Act. The pretext was to monitor
currency and regaining financial Argentina. In December 2015
western “convertible” currencies
sovereignty.
through fraudulent election,
that subscribed to the also newly
Washington put a neoliberal
modified gold standard (1 Troy
Ukraine, possibly the richest
henchman into the Presidency, ounce [31.1 grams] of gold =
country in terms of national
Mauricio Macri. He carried out US$ 35), also established during
resources and with an enormous economic and labor reforms by the Bretton Woods Conference
agricultural potential due to her decree and within the first 12
in 1944.
fertile soil, was “regime
months in office, increased
changed” by a bloody coup, The unemployment and poverty from Both organizations started
Maidan massacre in February
about 12% he inherited from his lending money – the Marshall
2014, instigated and planned by predecessor, Christine Kirchner, Fund, managed by the world
the CIA, the EU and NATO and to over 30%.
Bank in the 1950s – to war
carried out through the very US
devastated Europe, moving
Embassy in Kiev. This was all Within 15 years of Kirchner
gradually into economic
long-term planning. Remember Governments, Argentina largely development of “Third World”
Victoria Nuland boasting that the recovered from the collapse of countries, and eventually, in the
US has spent more than 5 billion 2000 / 2001 / 2002,
1980s, showing their evil heads
dollars over the past five year to accumulating a healthy reserve. by introducing the neoliberal
bring about regime change and There was no need to call the
doctrines of the Washington
to convert Ukraine into a fully IMF to the rescue, except if it
Consensus worldwide. It is a
democratic country and making was a pre-condition for Macri to miracle how they get away with
it ready to enter the European
become president. In September spewing so much misery,
Union?
2018, Argentina contracted from literally unopposed for the last
the IMF the largest ever IMF
30 – 40 years, throughout the
The western allies put a Nazi
loan of 57.1 billion dollars, to be world. Why are they not stopped
17
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and dismantled? The UN has
193 members; only a small
proportion of them benefit from
the IMF-WB financial crimes.
Why does the vast majority, also
potential victims, remain silent?

Sam Husseini: The
Entire US
Establishment
Helped Lie Their
Way into the Iraq
War

Source:
https://ahtribune.com/interview/3573sam-husseini.html

By Slava Zilber
Slava Zilber: Sam Husseini is a
senior analyst with the Institute
for Public Accuracy,
independent journalist and
contributor to The Nation and
FAIR.
Sam, three years ago, you
appeared on Talk Nation Radio
with David Swanson and spoke
about the case of the GCHQ
whistleblower Katharine Gun.
You pointed out that the people
involved in the spying on the
UN and the people authorizing
the Iraq War were not held
accountable:

“Virtually everybody who went Committee in 2002, during the
along with the war, whether it is build-up of the Iraq War. It is not
Kerry or Clinton, of course, the just that he voted wrong, as
Bush administration themselves some people say. Even
has falsified their own records in somebody like Bernie Sanders
terms of why, what they did, says it was the wrong vote. It
when they did, why they did it, was far worse than the wrong
to the extent that they’ve been vote. Biden, in his hearings,
scrutinised at all.”
prevented meaningful scrutiny
and dissent and the basic facts
You also address it in a recent
from being highlighted in terms
article. And recently, Joe Biden of the false case that was being
has beenlying about his position put forward for war in 2002 and
on the Iraq War. How can such in 2003.
an important issue escape
meaningful scrutiny?
And he has continued to lie
about his own record. Biden
Sam Husseini: Because the
recently has said all kinds of
media and the political system things: That he was opposed to
uses constant distractions of
the war as soon as it started,
other issues, of personalities, of which is totally false. He
punditry to distract from these continued to back it. He even
core issues. The entire US
said at one point that he was
establishment helped lie their
always against it, which is
way into the Iraq War. More than utterly ridiculous. I mean, he
that, the Katharine Gun case,
always couched his criticism in
which is featured in a new
bizarre ways basically agreeing
movie, Official Secrets, shows with the war but saying that
how the US attempted to
Bush had to do a better job of
blackmail other members of the getting the UN on board. Well,
Security Council by spying on as the Katharine Gun case
them to try to get a second UN shows, the Bush administration
Security Council resolution
and the Blair government were
authorizing the Iraq War. It
going so far as to spy on other
shows the length to which they countries to blackmail them in
wanted to go to make sure that order to get them on board. So
they got their war, both the US saying that the US needed to do
and Britain and others.
a better job of getting the UN on
board is a way of saying that it
So all of these diabolical efforts should have been even more
to launch an aggressive war
coercive than it was. His story is,
haven’t been seriously held
in a sense, an indictment of the
accountable to it. Biden is a very entire political system since
notable example. I mean, the
before the Iraq War because he,
entire political system is guilty, in the 1990s, said all kinds of
but he is incredibly important
aggressive things about Iraq.
because he was head of the
Senate Foreign Relations
Slava Zilber: And it is also an
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indictment of the media. Do you
see you a connection to what
you describe in another FAIR
article titled “Triumph of
Conventional Wisdom: AP
Expunges Iran/Contra Pardons
from Barr’s Record”?

pulled together what the late
have just described with Mr.
great journalist Robert Parry
Barr and Mr. Biden?
called conventional wisdom. So
a whole series of fabrications
Sam Husseini: Yes, I think since
about the Iraq War, before and the Bush administration there’s
after it happened, were
been an attempt to rehabilitate it
perpetrated by the major media and that has gone into overdrive
(https://fair.org/home/triumph-ofas well as people like Joe Biden. during the Trump
conventional-wisdom-ap-expungesAnd Biden was rehabilitating
administration: That is the
iran-contra-pardons-from-barrscriminal, basically, figures like establishment media attempt to
record/) Are they giving those lies
Barr who was Bush’s Attorney contrast the gentlemanly Bushes,
a pass for the same reason they
General and helped cover-up the both of them, the father and the
are doing this with the record of
Iran/Contra scandal and who
son now, as fundamentally
Attorney General William Barr?
now is Trump’s Attorney
decent, earnest people who are
General and, I think, playing a trying to do the right thing in
Sam Husseini: It is funny that
major role in terms of ensuring contrast to this crass baffoon
you mention that. Part of what I
that the Trump administration
Donald Trump. So you had
know about Barr is that Biden
maintains an establishment
literal Obama embrace of the
was a big backer of his.
orientation in terms of foreign Bushes since Bush leaving the
policy as well as other things. I White House and then his
The really notable thing about
think that he is playing a very
father’s funeral a year ago. Barr
Barr’s record is that he was
nefarious role, and he was
was brought on as Attorney
Attorney General for George H.
largely rehabilitated by Biden. General just after Bush the
W. Bush and when Iran/Contra
We have transcripts of Biden in father’s funeral at the National
pardons happened. This was a
the mid-1990s talking him up: Cathedral. And in the Trump
huge scandal during the
“What a great guy! And we have years, you had a total
Reagan/Bush years, and at the
disagreements, but I have a lot Trumpwashing of Bush and
end of it, it was basically ended.
of respect for you” and so on and other people in his
As the prosecutor, L. Walsh, a
so forth. So Biden continuously administration, much of the
straight-shooting Republican,
helps resurrect figures like that former CIA officials some of
said, it was a cover-up pardon.
and does other things to
whom actually were already
Bush pardoned Caspar
maintain a very militaristic
Trumpwashed before Trump
Weinberger and others. And Barr
orientation in terms of foreign because Obama brought them
basically approved all of that.
policy.
into his administration. Obama
And what’s remarkable about
brought in Brennan. Obama
that is that just as Barr was
Slava Zilber: I had to think
even brought in Gates. He kept
rehabilitated by the media, so
about a recent incident: The
the same so-called “Defense
too was - Biden helped
talkshow host Ellen DeGeneres Secretary” that Bush had. So
rehabilitate him as well.
attended a game with former
there is a longstanding
President G.W. Bush. Could you cooperation between what are
Biden’s record closely parallels
please talk about what her
sometimes called liberal
that of the major media. Very
response to the criticism that
interventionists and sometimes
often, his claims dovetail very
followed and the reactions from, called neocons. But they all
strongly with them. He is sort of
for example, Obama
fundamentally share the same
the closest thing that the
administration officials
neo-imperial, colonialist mindset
Democrats have to a John
Samantha Power and David
in terms of how the US should
McCain: Somebody who
Axelrod indicate? Is it also this deal with the rest of the world.
constantly appeared on the
kind of cooperation that you
And I think that does include
Sunday morning talk shows and
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certain people like Samantha
begin because Saddam Hussein Saddam Hussein before the Iraq
Power. Her rationale around the was not cooperating with the
War in which he said ‘I don’t
Iraq War – sort of backing it
weapons inspectors. He was
have any weapons of mass
without backing it or backing it totally cooperating with the
destruction.’ And then several
and facilitating it while
weapons inspectors. He said
years later, after the Iraq War,
attempting to pretend that they over and over again, including they did some so-called
had a critique of how Bush was on US shows like 60 Minutes, reporting about: ‘Why didn’t
doing it - is actually quite similar that he had no weapons of mass Saddam Hussein say that he
to Biden’s as I recall. I have not destruction. So how did the war didn’t have any weapons of mass
looked at her record recently but begin? The war began with G. destruction?’ So it’s the level of
recalling that record, there is a W. Bush saying: ‘This process absurdity you have with the
serious interplay there. So it is has gone on long enough. You, record of establishment media
interesting that you’ve
Saddam Hussein, have 48 hours and establishment figures like
mentioned her as well. But it’s to get out of Bagdad with your Joe Biden. And there is a
all based on the same sort of
sons.’ And then they put out a
remarkable lack of scrutiny,
falsifications for war.
statement that even if he got out especially when it most matters.
of Iraq in 48 hours with his sons, One of Biden’s falsifications,
But again, they started and they they would still start the
when he had an interview with
were articulated by the major
bombing. And they told the UN NPR, got a little bit of scrutiny.
media and by figures like Biden to get the weapons inspectors
It wasn’t nearly enough, and
before the Iraq War itself. For
out of the country so they
sometimes the scrutiny actually
example, the weapons
wouldn’t bomb them. And then helped build up other Iraq War
inspections regime of the 1990s they started their shock and awe lies. But none of the scrutiny in
was ended because thenbombing campaign. That’s how the major media happened right
President Clinton bombed Iraq the war started.
after the Democratic debates. He
and withdrew the weapons
has lied about his Iraq War
inspectors. And then he had to Some people claim that Biden is record during each of the
figure what the heck you were now becoming senile or
Democratic debates. It is
going to do after that. The media something. And that’s why he
Sanders who I think needs to be
and people like Joe Biden
hasn’t been able to articulate his far more forceful if he is to
continually talked about:
position on Iraq. Hardly! He has comport with the indicting facts
‘Saddam Hussein kicked out the been lying about his position on in this case. But he at least
weapons inspectors’ and ‘When Iraq for years. In 2007, he was brought it up. In his words: He
are we going to get them back asked about his Iraq War vote, led the effort against the Iraq
in?’ The weapons inspections
and he actually had the temerity War in the Senate, and Biden
regime didn’t end because
to say: ‘Why didn’t Saddam
voted for it. That’s an
Saddam Hussein kicked out the Hussein say that he didn’t have understatement again. But at
weapons inspectors. It ended
the weapons!’ Of course,
least he has brought it up, and
because the US government
Saddam Hussein was saying that that has compelled Biden to
pulled them out in order to
he didn’t have the weapons! But explain his position and lie about
launch a bombing campaign
there he is: Biden pretending
it in the process.
which people might recall
that it wasn’t known that
happened just as Clinton’s
Saddam Hussein was denying It is such a loser strategy as well
scheduled impeachment vote
they had the weapons. And that’s because it’s quite similar to
was supposed to happen in 1998. also another lie that major media Kerry’s position. You remember
And you saw much the same
themselves perpetrated,
Kerry looked ridiculous in 2004
thing happen in 2003. How did including 60 Minutes itself. 60 because he was forced to explain
the Iraq War begin? It didn’t
Minutes had an interview with his position then, and he was
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saying things like ‘I was for the
war before I was against it’ and
this kind of doubletalk. Biden, if
anything, is even worse than
that. So it’s factually vacuous
and demented, and it is probably
not going to galvanize voters
and be a very poor strategy
electorally.
Slava Zilber: You have been
covering the Iraq War and the
discourse about the Iraq War. Do
you have the impression that
invading another country and
causing immense suffering is
either considered irrelevant or
treated just as something one
disagrees with, especially from
episodes like the one with Ms.
DeGeneres, Samantha Power,
and David Axelrod? Do you
think it would have been
different had there been an
Iran/Contra trial with
convictions and had the Obama
administration prosecuted the
people involved in torture?
Would it have made a
difference?
Sam Husseini: Yes, I think it
would have made a difference.
All of those things could have
made some difference to try to
have some kind of meaningful
accountability in US law and
political life, that people who
engage in torture or launching
war of aggression or other war
crimes be held accountable for
that. It would get those people
out of public life, make them
pay some measure of penalty for
their own conduct, and become
an example so that others don’t
simply perpetuate as it is. We
have some of the same figures

coming back. There you have
Hamas on late-night talk shows.
Elliott Abrams, and John Bolton, Well, I don’t think it is going to
who committed criminal acts
happen any time soon. It is just
under the Bush administrations, an exercise in making the
come back under the Trump
criminality of the US
administration. In spite of its
establishment palatable to the
isolationist veneer, it has
public.
basically adopted a Bush type of
foreign policy in many respects. And it is interesting that in this
case there was a fair amount of
And I mean this ‘Let’s all get
pushback. I think that’s partially
along even if we have
because you still have some
disagreements!’ Well, you know, semblance in social media of
ok. So I fully expect Ellen
evenhandedness of discourse,
DeGeneres to have somebody but I think that that has been
from ISIS on to talk about how pushed away gradually as
she can have disagreements with Twitter and Facebook and other
him. But perhaps they can be
social media are tilting the
fond of each other personally. Or playing field more and more,
pick the group of your choice
excluding voices, using opaque
that is totally distasteful or
algorithms to marginalize some
allegedly totally distasteful. I
voices further and increase
mean, in some ways, people
others. So the war against
allege the US has coordinated
accountability and for
with groups like ISIS in terms of meaningful dialogue about
destabilizing Syria. But pick
issues of war and peace - on
whatever group the US
many levels, that fight is
establishment most despises, and happening.
it’s not as if their members or
leadership are humanized. I
Slava Zilber: Sam, are there
mean Hezbollah and Hamas are cases where the question of
regarded as terrorist
whether one opposed the war in
organizations even though they Iraq or supported it is being
are political parties that do a lot reduced to a talking point, for
of good for people. I have
example, in 2016 against Hillary
serious disagreements with
Clinton? How many people
them. And they do use violence, actually care about the human
on a far smaller scale than the
cost of that war to Americans
US and Israel and other states
and Iraqis?
do. But it would be very
refreshing if Ellen DeGeneres Sam Husseini: I think a lot of
and other political talk show
US political system is trying to
hosts took their word seriously, make the Iraq War an irrelevant
that they want to have a dialogue thing in the distant past and the
with people, even people they decision and the mechanisms
disagree with, and they still view used to launch the Iraq War. It is
them as human. So let’s have
not a coincidence that Obama
Nasrallah and the leader of
cast himself as an anti-war
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candidate. And he won. Trump establishment line!’ Sanders was times and that grants him a
cast himself as an anti-war
not out there saying: ‘Iraq
measure of legitimacy because
candidate. And he won. I think doesn’t have weapons of mass nobody who articulates those
there is a hunger in the American destruction.’ There were some truths in a principled way is
public for a different way to
people like Scott Ritter, who was allowed to take part in a
orient itself to the rest of the
saying that. I was saying there meaningful way in public
world. It’s a very difficult thing has been no evidence for saying discourse because of the
for the American public to sort that Iraq has weapons of mass constrictions of major media. So
out because it doesn’t get
destruction. But Sanders was not these are some of the problems
adequate information. Instead, it saying that. He was simply
that have to be overcome.
gets lies upon lies upon lies. But saying: ‘War is a bad idea. It is
it is notable that the candidates going to make things worse. It Slava Zilber: Do you see them
that were brazenly part of the
could compel Saddam Hussein being overcome? What can be
pro-war establishment have
to use his weapons of mass
done to change things?
generally lost on the national
destruction.’ Sanders actually
stage. Now, Obama and in
made that argument. Pelosi and Sam Husseini: There is a pat
different ways, Trump were
others made even worse
answer to that: Getting
deceitful in casting themselves arguments even though they cast information out, doing what you
as anti-war. But I think it doesn’t their votes against war. Some of can. And there are all kinds of
change the fact that there is this them actually helped to facilitate good webpages and periodicals
underlying hunger. And there are war even though they technically out there. And some people try
serious opportunities because the cast their votes against it.
to use social media as best they
wars continue and they continue
can. Your program is a very
to threaten to spiral further out So the entire political system – good example, as well.
of control, and they continue to right now, I feel the correct
have this devastating effect as analogy is geology in the 17th But I think we need to get to
most recently Turkey killing
century. Geology in the 17th
concrete proposals. One
Kurds not only on its side of the century was a debate between
proposal I wanted to start
border but dramatically
people who thought that the
building for some time and
escalating their killing of Kurds earth was 5000 years old versus perhaps some of your listeners
on the Syrian side of the border. people who thought that the
can help is to build what would
And the colonial prerogatives
earth was maybe a hundred
now be called a Wiki with the
are still the same: We can invade million years old. The correct
relevant lies and fabrications of
Iraq because we can invade Iraq. answer – that the earth was over the establishment figures: In
And now we can do all kinds of a billion years old - was off the very short concise format so
things in Syria because we can charts. It wasn’t part of the
there would be a go-to place for
do all kind of things in Syria.
mainstream discussion. And I
whatever establishment figure,
think we have a similar thing
whether it is Biden or Wolf
I think there is an attempt to
right now with coming to grips Blitzer or Samantha Power, to in
reduce the Iraq War to a mere
with fundamental questions of very concise form have a thing
talking point. And it is facilitated US foreign policy like the Iraq contríbuted to by many people
in part because virtually nobody War. The correct, empirically- doing research, but then distilled
left in ruling circles got it right. driven answer is well outside the so it is not a mass of treaties. So
Sanders did not get the Iraq War current acceptable discourse.
it is literally about 500 words
right. He bought some of the
And this leads to all kinds of
but linked to, with substantial
establishment lines. And I think perversities one of which is the documentation of their various
it would do him some good to rise of somebody like Trump
fabrications, whether it is about
say: ‘Even I bought part of the who does say perverse truths at Iraq WMDs or other issues that
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we might achieve a culture of
effect, winds its way into the
accountability so that these
mechanisms of war and the lies
people could be challenged
that feed them and causes them
when they speak at universities to come to a grinding halt.
or elsewhere. You could have it
as a PDF so that it can be printed Are You Ready to
out and then distributed at events
Die? The US
where these individuals are
speaking. It could be distilled
Military/ Security
into a graphic form that could
Complex Wants
proliferate over social media, for
example. I think it is a matter of
Tensions to
people who do have a
Increase…
commitment to relevant facts
and to a fundamental humanity,
driven by respect for things like
opposing aggressive war to
organise our efforts better so we
can more effectively challenge
and expose people who deceit on
such a massive scale to do things
that have caused such harm and
will continue to cause more and
more harm, potentially
Source:
threatening nuclear war.
https://www.globalresearch.ca/areI’ve been doing work lately with
the Institute for Public Accuracy
about the Plowshares actions.
They have had an action in
Georgia with these religiouslydriven activists to destroy
nuclear weapons symbolically.
And many of them have spent
much of the last year and a half
in jail. Now they are facing
decades in prison, and their trial
begins in a couple of weeks.
I wanted to be inspired by their
dedication in terms of their
actions: to try to have the same
dedication for laying out the
critical facts in a way that is
irrefutable and solidly
documented and working with
others to do that so that the force
of that is so great that it, in

major nuclear powers will
increase. In no way is this a
good thing.
The American military/security
complex wants the tensions to
increase, because this makes the
orchestrated “Russian Threat”
even larger and leads to a larger
budget and more profits and
power for the US
military/security complex. The
military/security complex about
which President Eisenhower
warned us, to no effect, has been
highly successful in dismantling
the arms control agreements
made between past US and
Russian leaders. This has raised
the profits of the US
military/security complex at the
expense of the security of the
world.

On top of this, Washington is
you-ready-die/5691773
currently raising tensions in the
Black Sea, arming Ukraine,
By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts
Georgia, and Romania, countries
that border the Black Sea along
The Zionist Neoconservatives with Russia, Turkey, and
who run US foreign policy are Bulgaria. The US and its NATO
now herding the US out of the puppets are conducting military
remaining arms limitations
exercises in this internal sea that
agreements. It appears that
hosts Russia’s Crimean naval
Washington intends to withdraw base. The Black Sea is Russia’s
from the Open Skies agreement exit to the Mediterranean Sea.
with Russia. See this.
The Zionist neocon warmongers
would love to cut off Russia’s
The Open Skies Treaty allowed access to the Mediterranean and,
the US and Russia to overfly
thereby, Russia’s naval base in
each other’s territory in order
Syria. This would make it easier
that there could be mutual
for the Zionist neoconservatives
assurance that one country or the to overthrow Syria for Israel.
other wasn’t building up forces
for attack. If Washington
This is irresponsible provocation
withdraws from the treaty, which on the part of Washington. A
seems in the cards, tensions and buildup of forces in such a small
uncertainties between the two
area carries all kinds of risks. It
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would be easy for a CIA black
ops to provoke one of the
Ukrainian nazis or one of the
Georgian fools or one of the
bought-and-paid for Romanian
vassals to provoke an incident.
Indeed, the purpose of the US
buildup of forces is to provoke
incidents that can be blamed on
Russia in order to create more
fear and loathing in the West in
order to keep feeding the
military/security budget.
Russia, a country in which the
military/security complex, to the
extent that it exists, does not run
the country, has difficulty
comprehending what it is facing.
Wanting no conflict, the Russian
responses, as I have often
emphasized, are passive, and
thus provoke more irresponsible
moves by Washington.
As there is no doubt that the
buildup of US and vassal state
military forces in Russia’s
neighborhood is very dangerous
and gives every opportunity to
the CIA to create incidents that
can be used for anti-Russian
propaganda, and as it is very
easy for such incidents to have
unintended consequences and to
get out of control, anything that
can be done to stop the buildup
of Western forces in the Black
Sea and in Romania, Ukraine,
and Georgia, is an act of peace.
Russia needs to understand that
sometimes peace is protected by
a more aggressive, instead of
passive, response.
What might such a response be?

It seems to me that if the US can
declare the South China Sea,
thousands of miles from the US
coastline to be a “US national
security interest,” Russia can
declare the Black Sea on
Russia’s own coast to be a
Russian national security
interest.

new avenue to demonize Russia.
It would protect Russia from
multiple attacks all along its
borders.

Russian nationalists, that is the
actual Russians who are patriotic
and love Russia, will see the
wisdom in this suggestion. The
Russian “American worshipers,”
It would be a highly responsible such as the traitorous vermin
decision for the Russian
Alexei Kudrin, will continue to
government to prevent the
scream at the top of their foul
dangers that Washington is
lungs against any defense of
creating by taking a lesson from Russian national interests. Why
Ancient Rome.
the Russian government puts up
with a traitor in their midst is a
Rome declared a much larger
mystery. Kudrin is the foul
sea, the Mediteranian Sea, to be traitor who forced Russia to pay
“mare nostrum,” — our sea.
off illegitimate “foreign debts”
The Russians could declare the piled on Russia during the
Black Sea to be “our sea.”
corrulpt Yeltsin 1990s by
Western and Israeli interests for
As Russia is by far the most
the single purpose of enriching
powerful force in the area, the Russia’s oppressors and driving
US is on the low end of the
Russians deep into the ground.
correlation of forces. No one
could do anything about it if
In the US, this suggestion, which
Russia were to declare the Black I believe is pro-peace, proSea “mare nostrum.”
avoiding a conflict destined to
go nuclear, the idiot American
Russia could politely inform
superpatriots will denounce me
other parties that no military
as an “anti-American Russianvessels of any other country are lover.” The Zionist Neocons
permitted in the Black Sea
will denounce me as a “traitor
without Russian permission.
to American Imperialism,” a
This would exclude the US and “traitor to US world hegemony.”
its NATO, Ukrainian, Romanian,
and Georgian vassals. Russia
But actually I am neither antishould specity an immediate
American nor pro-Russian. I am
date by which the foreign
just for common sense and
military vessels must leave the peace. If Washington’s
Black Sea or be escorted out by provocations of Russia continue
Russian forces, or, if resistence and Russia continues to accept
is met, destroyed.
them passively, a fatal line will
be crossed, and the world will be
This would bring to an end the blown up, and none of us will be
Zionist/CIA attempt to create a here.
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Pretty much everything in nature What is less well understood but
moves in some form of cycle,
empirically measured are the
whether it is the Earth around
larger longer wave cycles of
the Sun or the moon around the sunspot rise and decline. In 2019
Earth. Those cycles have been we are at the apparent bottom of
known for ages to influence the what is called Cycle 24. If the
ocean tides or growing seasons. present spotless pattern
What is less known is the fact
continues to year-end 2019 it
that there are cycles to solar
could be perhaps the deepest
eruptions, giant electromagnetic Solar Minimum of a century.
storms often called sunspots. It Notable here is that the peak
has been measured over time
number of sunspots has been
that solar cycles have short
declining with each cycle since
Source:
http://www.williamengdahl.com/englis cycles of approximately 11
Cycle 22 that began in around
hNEO15Oct2019.php
years.
1986. Some scientists predict
that Cycle 25 in 2020 will begin
By F. William Engdahl
According to the US NASA,
a series of even more unusually
“The solar cycle is the cycle that low sunspot activity lasting
Climate change is real.
the Sun’s magnetic field goes
perhaps into 2055 or even
However, serious scientific
through approximately every 11 longer. If so, it will have
evidence is pointing to a very
years…The solar cycle affects significant influence on our
different causality than most
activity on the surface of the
climate and weather.
discuss. Climate is a huge
Sun, such as sunspots which are
subject, an immensely complex
caused by the Sun’s magnetic
The year 2019 will be marked as
one. There is controversy around
fields.” These shorter 11 year
solar minimum year, before
whether we must implement
cycles take place within longer Cycle 25 begins, to run until
drastic new taxes on fuels or
cycles of around 90 to 100 years, about 2030. What is notable
other measures to reduce or
200 years or longer.
about this is the fact that
“capture” CO2 to reduce ManNASA’s forecast for the next
Made Global Warming. So far
Astrophysicists measure such
solar Cycle 25 predicts that it
however, there are strong
cycles from the number of
will be the weakest of the last
indications we are ignoring what
sunspots daily by year. It takes 200 years. That means weakest
might be a far greater factor in
eleven years to proceed from
sunspot activity since early
our climate and in increasing
minimum solar eruption year to 1800. Notably, that period is
occurrence of severe weather
a peak and down to the next
known to astrophysicists as the
around the world, from
minimum–think sine waves.
Dalton Minimum, lasting from
hurricanes to volcanic eruptions
That means the number of solar about 1790 to about 1820. It is
to earthquakes to severe cold,
eruptions is at a minimum before referred to as a Grand Solar
severe warm and severe rainfall.
beginning the next cycle of 11 Minimum, the low of a 200 year
One causal factor being ignored
year rise and fall. The relevant cycle atop the 11 year cycles.
in all the discussion is what
point for us on earth is that those Notable during the Dalton
influence solar activity has on
giant solar eruptions, as well as Minimum era were significant
our climate. We might well be
the relative absence of same,
volcanic eruptions, the most
ignoring this to our peril.
have huge impact on our earth notable of the past centuries
and on climate. The sunspot
being the highly explosive 1815
Sunspots and solar
activity has been noted and
eruption of Mount Tambora in
minimum
measured for about 350 years. Indonesia, the largest in known
history. Scientists have

Are We Blocking
Out the Sun?
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postulated a link between the
eruption of huge volumes of
volcanic ash high above the
atmosphere and cloud creation
that blocks the sun, leading to
cooler oceans. Notably 1816
became known as the “year
without a summer” due to the
impact of Tambora on North
American and European
weather. In the Northern
Hemisphere, crops failed and
livestock died, resulting in the
worst famine of the century.

The sun continues to be very
understanding of it.” He
quiet. As of October 11, the sun stresses, “When galactic cosmic
has been without sunspots on
rays increase, so do low clouds,
207 days so far during 2019 or and when cosmic rays decrease
73% of the time, the highest
clouds do as well, so climate
percentage since 2008. One
warming may be caused by an
feature of such decreasing solar opposite-umbrella effect.”
activity is the weakening of the Galactic cosmic ray penetration
ambient solar wind and its
decreases during periods of high
magnetic field. That allows more sunspot eruptions.
cosmic rays to penetrate the
earth. Intensification of cosmic Likely Effects on Climate
rays affects Earth’s cloud cover
and climate.
If astrophysicists’ predictions are

The point to be noted is that the
frequency and intensity of
sunspot activity has proven
profound influence on Earth
weather, atmosphere, ocean
temperature, Gulf Stream flows
and more. It is also notable that
the UN Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Control dismisses
such solar influence as not
significant. That is a huge
mistake by all serious evidence.

Some scientists have correlated
volcanic and earthquake activity
with increased periods of
galactic cosmic ray penetration.
For most of 2019 as just one
example, the Shiveluch
(Kamchatka) volcano in Russia
has been regularly ejecting huge
volumes of volcanic ash
particulates into the stratosphere
as high as 70,000 feet and
cooling the planet. Other
volcanic eruptions or
earthquakes during recent
months have taken place from
Chile, Japan, Philippines,
Indonesia, Puerto Rico and
Washington State and California
to name a few.

While governments and the UN
have funneled billions of dollars
to computer modelers to create
various models of CO2 and
other greenhouse gases since the
1970s, far too little attention has
been given to the effect of our
sun on earth climate. The ancient According to Prof. Masayuki
Inca or Maya cultures had a
Hyodo of the Research Center
better respect for the energy and for Inland Seas, Kobe
influence of the sun than we
University, “The
seem to have. At a minimum, in Intergovernmental Panel on
the interest of science, if not
Climate Change (IPCC) has
survival, we need to remedy this. discussed the impact of cloud
cover on climate in their
2019: Solar Cycle 24 evaluations, but this
phenomenon has never been
Minimum
considered in climate
predictions due to the
This year 2019 has been notable
insufficient physical
in its low sunspot occurrence.
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accurate, and we soon will
know, we are in for a long series
of extreme weather events and
climate changes globally over
the coming decades until
perhaps 2055, owing to the onset
of what is being called a new
Grand Solar Minimum
beginning around 2020, the
conjuncture of an 11-year series
of declines in sunspot numbers
with longer wave 100 year or
longer cycles. If this is so, the
extreme weather events from
volcanoes, ultra-severe cold
waves across the Midwest USA
growing regions, severe heat in
other places, volcanoes and
earthquakes, could be a pre-taste
of what is coming. Along with
that could come shortened
growing seasons around the
world and harvest failures.
Among the issues scientists
believe we likely will experience
during this period of an
emerging Grand Solar
Minimum, if accurate, will be a
further slowing of the Atlantic
Conveyor or Gulf Stream, a
dramatic decline in the Total
Solar Irradiance, or solar power
incident on the Earth’s upper
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atmosphere over the coming
decades.

Soon to better understand
climate change & the lies being
spread by the climate religion:

One of the most respected
astrophysicists studying solar
Global Warming: Fact or
cycles is Professor Valentina
Fiction?:
Zharkova, an astrophysicist who
teaches mathematics at
https://www.youtube.com/watch
Northumbria University in the
?v=1zrejG-WI3U )
UK. Zharkova was one of only 2
scientists out of 150 who
accurately predicted that Solar
Cycle 24 would be weaker than
Cycle 23. At a conference of the
Global Warming Policy
Foundation in October, 2018,
Zharkova presented findings that
suggest in 2020 a “Super Grand
Solar Minimum” period could
begin. Until now her models
have run at a 93-97% accuracy.
Grand Solar Minimums are
prolonged periods of reduced
solar activity, and in the past
have gone hand-in-hand with
times of global cooling.
Whether Prof Zharkova is right
or not is not the issue, so much
as the fact that we tend to block
the possible influences of the
sun on Earth climate at all.
Increasing evidence from
independent scientists such as
Zharkova suggest that we need
to invest far more resources into
understanding better our sun and
its effects on our climate longterm if we are to avoid major
climate catastrophe in coming
years. Climate Change is real,
but far more complex than we
are imagining.
(TCTT editor note: I highly
recommend watching this
brilliant & rather funny
presentation given by Dr. Willie
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